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ABSTRACT

The grain size of 3Y-TZP is critical because it must remain below a certain size in

order to remain tetragonal during aging in the oral cavity. However, fabrication

protocols regularly do not accommodate this critical size factor. Nevertheless,

grain size measurements generally are not considered or undertaken. Further,

when they are, they are thermally etched, which alters the material by grain

growth. The didactic purpose of the present work is to provide a strategy for the

application of suitable experimental methods for the examination of grain

growth in 3Y-TZP, without the risk of grain growth during thermal etching.

Examination of the effects of the different applicable thermal conditions is done

in order to demonstrate the extents of grain growth in dental restorations fol-

lowing sintering, layering, and glazing. 3Y-TZP nanoscale powders were pre-

pared by coprecipitation using aqueous solutions of zirconyl nitrate and yttrium

nitrate, precipitated by ammonium hydroxide, and calcined at 800 �C. Uniaxi-

ally and cold isostatically pressed disks were bisque-fired at 800 �C for 2 h, after

which they were planed and polished (0.1 lm). The 27 samples were sintered at

1400 8C, 1500 8C, or 1600 �C for 1, 2, or 4 h. They then were post-treated by

annealing at 750 �C for 1 min under mechanical vacuum and then by post-

annealing at 750 �C for 1 min in air. As the pre-polish was retained following

sintering, SEM images could be used to determine the grain sizes by standard

grain size measurement methods without having to impose thermal etching.

These data then were implemented in a grain growth kinetics assessment. The

pre-polishing procedure and SEM imaging were successful in enabling accurate

grain size measurements without sample alteration. The grain growth as a

function of temperature and time exhibited trends approximately logarithmic

and linear, respectively. The diffusion mechanism was suggested to be of

boundary control by a high-solubility solute in a doped system. Significantly,
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only sintering at 1400 �C for 1–2 h retained the grain size below the critical limit

of * 300 nm for resistance to aging in the oral cavity. Also, significantly, * 7%

grain growth, with a range of 2–14%, occurred during the modest thermal

conditions used for both annealing and post-annealing. Sintering, annealing,

and post-annealing reduce the number of grain boundaries and hence reduce

light scattering, resulting in increasing translucency. Further, the use of the

lower sintering temperature of 1400 �C still can yield a very high bulk density

(C 99.62%), but with a relative increase in light scattering and reduced

translucency, making this more suitable for masking dark stump shades. More

critically, this sintering temperature for only 1–2 h is necessary in order to avoid

risk of the tetragonal ? monoclinic phase transformation during the aging

process. Further, these conditions are sufficient to allow a limited number of

layering and glazing procedures.

Introduction

Although the use of monolithic form of partially

stabilized zirconia (PSZ) in orthopedics has been well

established since the late 1980s [1], tetragonal zirconia

polycrystalline (TZP) was introduced as a dental

substructure only in 1995 [2]. It has the advantages of

exhibiting a combination of both high strength and

fracture toughness [3], although it is subject to low-

temperature degradation (LTD) over time [4]. The

stress-induced martensitic transformation of the

metastable tetragonal to the monoclinic phase pro-

duces excellent mechanical properties [5]. In order to

retain the metastable tetragonal phase at room tem-

perature, the grain size must be held below a critical

value. For zirconia powders stabilized by 3 mol%

Y2O3 (3Y-TZP), this grain size must be less than

approximately 800 nm to remain fully tetragonal at

room temperature [6]. Critically, this critical grain

size is reduced to * 300 nm when the ceramic must

remain tetragonal during aging in the oral cavity [7].

Consequently, the grain growth kinetics during sin-

tering/heat treatment must be controlled carefully in

order to leverage the mechanical advantages deriving

from the retention of the tetragonal phase.

The fabrication of TZP dental restorations often

involves staining (post-annealing in air), and if the

restoration is in the esthetic zone, layering and glaz-

ing (annealing in vacuum) also are required. How-

ever, there appears to be little information about the

effects of annealing and post-annealing at

temperatures, times, and atmospheres consistent

with staining, layering, and glazing. In particular,

there appears to be a complete absence of information

on heat treatment under vacuum. The present work

aims to examine the relevant factors of two-stage

sintering temperature (1 h, 2 h, and 4 h at 1400 �C,
1500 �C, and 1600 �C) and post-sintering annealing

conditions (1 min at 750 �C) commensurate with

these professional processes, which are done in two

atmospheric conditions (air, vacuum).

Grain growth in ceramics

The effects of time on grain growth as a function of

time under isothermal conditions and fixed atmo-

spheres can be described by the following general-

ized, simplified expression [8]:

Gn ¼ Gn
0 þDt ð1Þ

where G is the grain size at time t, n is the grain

growth exponent (integral constant of values 1–4

corresponding to specific grain growth mechanisms

as detailed in Table 1), G0 is the initial grain size (at

time zero), and D is the proportionality constant

(dependent on absolute temperature and activation

energy [8]).

The grain growth exponent is derived from basic

diffusion models for grain growth with these being

divided into two distinct types of mechanisms for

where: (1) grain boundary mobility is rate-controlled

by pores located on the grain boundaries (‘‘pore

control’’) or (2) where pores have detached from the
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grain boundaries such that grain boundary mobility

is unhindered by the presence of pores and grain

growth is rate-controlled at the inherent mobility of

the grain boundaries (‘‘boundary control’’). For solid-

state sintering in particular, pore control tends to

occur during the initial and intermediate stages of

sintering (up to 80–85% relative bulk density) during

which the pores are present on the grain boundaries

as a continuous pore network. Grain growth during

these stages is significantly impeded by the presence

of this porosity such that grain growth is rate-limited

by the ability of the pore channels to move with the

grain boundaries (This requires significant diffusion

of atoms/ions around the pores by surface diffusion,

lattice diffusion, or vapor diffusion, or a combination

thereof).

The end of the intermediate stage of sintering is

marked by the continuous pore channels along the

ground boundaries closing off to give discrete pores.

Compared with the continuous pore channels, these

discrete pores are smaller and offer significantly less

impedance to grain boundary mobility such that

grain growth increases significantly during the final

stage of sintering. Depending upon the mobility of

the pores relative to the grain boundaries, the pores

will either stay on, and move with, the grain

boundaries during grain growth or detach from the

grain boundaries to become enclosed within the

grains. Grain growth during the final stage is usually

characterized by boundary control in which the grain

boundaries move at whatever rate governed by their

own inherent diffusion rate possibly impeded to

some extent by the rate of diffusion of secondary

phases (these can include discrete pores) located on

the grain boundaries as well as by solute drag.

More recent work has suggested that high-tem-

perature plastic flow in Y-TZP is influenced by the

grain boundary segregation of Y3? ions and other

dopant cations [11–15]. Above 1300 �C, tetragonal

grains with segregated Y3? form intergrowths with

cubic grains. The implied redissolution of the Y3?

triggers the tetragonal to cubic phase transformation,

ultimately resulting in cubic grains only. However,

this process must be localized as the XRD data con-

firm the presence of both polymorphs. This new

diffusive transformation mechanism was named

grain boundary segregation-induced phase transformation

(GBSIPT). Further, with increasing soak times up to

50 h, continuing Y3? segregation, inward progression

of the tetragonal grains, and Y3? redissolution to

cubic phase transformation resulted in negligible

grain growth. This mechanism explains how the

tetragonal to cubic phase transformation in the

absence of grain growth can occur. Unfortunately, the

authors did not discuss the contradiction between

Y3? segregation (outward diffusion) and redissolu-

tion (inward diffusion), which requires a reversal of

the chemical gradient. If the proposed mechanism is

credible, then this reversal would need to be con-

sidered in terms of the effects of stress. That is, it is

Table 1 Grain growth ‘‘n’’

exponents in Gn ¼ Gn
0 þDt

grain growth equation and

corresponding specific grain

growth mechanisms [8–10]

Diffusion mechanism Exponent

Pore controla

Surface diffusion 4

Lattice diffusion 3

Vapor transport (vapor pressure p = constant) 3

Vapor transport (vapor pressure p = 2csvr) 2

Boundary control

Pure system 2

Single-phase doped system

Solute drag (low-solubility solute) 3

Solute drag (high-solubility solute) 2

System containing second-phase particlesa

Coalescence of second phase by lattice diffusion 3

Coalescence of second phase by grain Boundary diffusion 4

Solution of second phase 1

Diffusion through continuous second phase 3

aKinetics are given for a constant number of pores/particles per unit area of grain boundary (changes in

these would change kinetics)
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well known that segregation from the grain volume

to the grain boundary is caused by stress. Conse-

quently, the growth and impingement of the tetrag-

onal intergrowth on the cubic matrix potentially

could establish a reversed stress state, thereby facili-

tating redissolution.

Derivation of grain growth rate expressions based

on ‘‘pore control’’ and ‘‘boundary control,’’ and their

respective inherent diffusional mechanisms, gives

Eq. (1) and the grain growth integer exponents are

summarized in Table 1. These are based on simplified

diffusion models, and although possibly simplistic

and more than one diffusion mechanism can be

operating at the one time, they give an indication on

the diffusion of the nature of the grain growth that is

occurring [8].

The proportionality constant D of Eq. (1) is specific

to the particular grain growth mechanism and is

derived from the underlying diffusion mechanism

which, in turn, is dependent on the absolute tem-

perature and activation energy for diffusion as

expressed by the fundamental Arrhenius equation:

D ¼ D0e
� Q

RT ð2Þ

where

D = Diffusion rate (ions/cm2 s).

D0 = Pre-exponent constant.

Q = Activation energy for diffusion.

R = Gas constant (8.314 J/K mol).

T = Absolute temperature.

The activation energy is specific to the particular

diffusion mechanism including the effect of atmo-

sphere. Rearrangement of the above Arrhenius

equation to Eq. (3) enables D0 and Q to be deter-

mined graphically from a plot of ln D versus 1
T, which

yields a straight line of slope �Q
R , with ordinate

intercept ln D0:

lnD ¼ �Q

RT
þ lnD0 ð3Þ

This linear relation can be simplified as follows:

y ¼ ax þ b ð4Þ

Q ¼ �R � a ð5Þ

D0 ¼ eb ð6Þ

where x is the abscissa, y is the ordinate, a is the

slope, and b is the ordinate intercept. Equation (3)

indicates that this method is valid only when the

dependent variables are diffusion and temperature,

viz. the diffusion mechanism is dependent solely on

the temperature.

An additional contribution to the grain growth of

3Y-TZP arises from the tetragonal to monoclinic

(tet ? mono) phase transformation during cooling of

a fraction of the tetragonal grains. This phase trans-

formation is diffusionless [16], and when it occurs, it

results in small but significant volumetric increase

of * 3–5 vol% in the size of the grains. This gives an

added contribution to the effective grain growth in

which case Eq. (2) is modified to the form [17]:

D ¼ D0ðe�Q=RTÞ �m0

m
Dn ð7Þ

where

m0 = rate of the tet ? mono transformation (= mono/

(tet ? mono)/t

m = monoclinic fraction of phase assemblage (=

mono/(tet ? mono).

Accurate measurement of grain size

Accurate measurement of the grain sizes of zirconia

is problematic because each of the commonly used

techniques, for sample preparation to reveal the

microstructure, risks alteration of the sample and, in

particular, the actual grain size. Similarly, the imag-

ing techniques used to capture the microstructural

images have inherent limitations and can lead to

measurement artifacts. Lastly, the grain size mea-

surement used to determine the grain size is subject

to error and bias. The methods used for each of these

main steps in microstructural characterization are

examined briefly below with particular mention of

their issues/limitations.

Sample preparation for avoidance
of tet ? mono phase transformation

Polishing

Examination of the microstructure of bulk samples

(for example, by optical microscopy or scanning

electron microscopy (SEM)) necessitates the prepa-

ration of highly polished, flat surface on the sample.

This is done typically by a series of grinding and

polishing steps down to * 0.05 lm final polish.

However, for TZP materials especially where the

final polish is coarser than * 0.05 lm, this can result

in residual stress-induced tet ? mono transformation
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at the surface [18], thereby giving an artifact of a

slightly larger grain size at the surface.

Acid etching

This is involves immersing the polished surface in

acid at room temperature [19, 20], or elevated tem-

peratures [21] to remove material preferentially from

the grain boundaries to highlight the grain structure.

In the case of zirconia, this technique uses employs

HF as the etchant and this can also chemically induce

the tet ? mono transformation with the associated

grain expansion altering the grain size [22].

Thermal etching

Similar to acid etching, this is done to reveal the

surface microstructure, but uses heat to etch the

surface. This method involves heating the polished

sample for a short time (* 15–30 min) at a temper-

ature approximately 150–200 �C below the tempera-

ture used to initially sinter the TZP [23, 24]. This

results in additional diffusion and, in particular, the

movement of material from the grain boundaries to

highlight the grain structure. However, these condi-

tions can be sufficient to cause additional grain

growth, thereby affecting the subsequent measured

grain size. Further, cooling from the thermal etching

temperature risks causing the thermally induced

tet ? mono transformation and associated grain

expansion, although this is unlikely since the critical

grain size would not be likely to be exceeded.

Polishing/thinning

Samples to be examined by transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) are prepared by thinning down to

a thickness of * 50 nm, typically by ultrathin

mechanical polishing, focused ion beammilling (FIB),

or argon ion milling (commonly known as precision

ion polishing, PIP). Similar to polishing of SEM

samples, this can result in the stress-induced tet ?
mono transformation and associated grain expansion

at the sample surface [18]. Also, FIB can introduce Ga

contamination which, although not a problem for

grain size measurements, may affect compositional

analysis.

Microstructural/structural examination
for grain size measurement

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

SEM involves direct topographical imaging of the

surface microstructure (using secondary electron

mode) and has the advantages that it the sample

surface can be examined as-sintered, and the low-

energy electron beam is unlikely to alter the sample.

However, this method has the disadvantage that,

even with a highly polished surface, the grain

boundaries generally cannot be detected. This can be

overcome with chemical or thermal etching, but this

risks sample alteration. This method also requires the

surface to be perpendicular to the incident beam to

produce an undistorted (non-oblique) image.

Electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD)

EBSD complements SEM by detecting backscattered

electrons to give a compositional image of the

microstructure based on variations in elemental

composition and/or atomic density to reveal grain

orientations and grain boundaries. EBSD has the

disadvantages that the material must be nearly fully

dense and requires a scratch-free, highly polished

surface.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

This method has the same advantages as SEM, but

the high magnification limits the number of grains

that can be examined in a given field of view. Also, it

has the disadvantage that the high-energy electron

beam can induce the tet ? mono transformation, thus

slightly increasing the measured grain size [22].

X-ray diffraction (XRD)

This method is based on the line broadening of XRD

peaks and correlation of this to crystallite size [25, 26].

It is meaningful only if the grains are single crystals

rather than polycrystalline. It has the limitations that

it assumes approximately equiaxed particles and the

results can depend on which XRD peaks are used for

calculation.
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Grain size measurement

Standardized grain counting methods

The accurate measurement of the grain sizes of zir-

conia has limitation because there is no perfect way to

determine the actual grain size in a densified mate-

rial. Standardized methods of the measurement of

average grain size include comparison procedure, the

intercept procedures (lineal and circular), and the

planimetric (or Jeffries) procedure [27]. These test

methods are used to determine the average grain size

of specimens’ grain areas, diameters, or intercept

lengths, assuming they have approximately log-nor-

mal unimodal distribution of equiaxed grain sizes,

but they do not characterize the nature of this dis-

tribution. These test methods deal only with deter-

mination of planar grain size, that is, characterization

of the two-dimensional grain sections as revealed by

the sectioning plane (this planar grain size being

numerically equivalent to the grain size in a three-

dimensional volume if the material is isotropic) [28].

The comparison procedure [27] involves visual

comparison of the sample grain structure to a series

of graded equiaxed grain structure images and

choosing the image which best matches visually

(taking into account the magnification). These charts

were constructed to reflect the typical log-normal

distribution of grain sizes that result when a plane is

passed through a three-dimensional array of

equiaxed grains and show a distribution of grain

dimensions, ranging from very small to very large,

depending on the relationship of the planar section

and the three-dimensional array of grains. For spec-

imens consisting of equiaxed grains, the method of

comparing the specimen with a standard chart is

quick and convenient and gives an indication of an

approximate relative grain size as used in, for

example, commercial quality control purposes. A

general bias in the comparison grain size ratings is

that the estimated grain size is somewhat coarser

than its actual size. It is not sufficiently accurate for

quantitative grain size measurements.

The intercept methods [27] involve the random

application of a test line of known length (LT) on the

microstructural image and the counting of the num-

ber (n) of either grains that intercept the test line or

grain boundary intersections that lie on the test line.

The line used is either a straight line (Heyn lineal

intercept procedure) or a circle (Hilliard single-circle

procedure), the latter used if there is some directional

variation of the grain size. In counting the number of

grain intercepts, whole grains are counted as 1 and

grains in which the line terminates are counted as �.

In counting the number of grain intersections, each

grain boundary intersection is counted as 1, tangen-

tial intersections with a grain boundary are counted

as 1, grain boundary triple point intersections are

counted as 1�, and end points of line are not counted

unless they lie exactly on a grain boundary in which

case they are counted as �. The grain size is taken to

be the ‘‘intercept length’’ (L) which numerically is the

length of the line (taking into account image magni-

fication M) divided by the number of grain intercepts

(the ‘‘grain intercept count’’) or grain boundary

intersections (the ‘‘grain boundary intersection

count’’) that lie on the line (Eq. 8).

L ¼ LT
nM

ð8Þ

where

L = Intercept length (length of test line/number of

grain intercepts)

LT = Test line of known length

n = Number of grains along test line

M = Magnification.

The accuracy and precision of a single intercept

measurement are reliant on an optimal number of

grains being counted (typically at least 50) this being

a balance between counting enough grains to give

statistical reliability versus not counting too much

leading to counting errors. Also, it is recommended

that grain intercepts or grain boundary intersections

be marked off as they are counted to ensure reliability

of the counting. An average grain size for the sample

is then obtained by making measurements on typi-

cally 3 to 5 microstructural fields (more if necessary

to obtain required precision as specified in the stan-

dard method [27]).

The planimetric method (also called Jeffries’ pro-

cedure) involves the application circle of known area

(A) randomly on the microstructural image and the

counting of the number (n) of grains that lie within it

[27]. Grains lying entirely within the area are counted

as 1 and grains cut by the area perimeter are counted

as �. Numerically, the number of grains counted per

area (taking into account the image magnification

(M)) is reciprocated to give the area per grain, then

the square root taken to give the length per grain
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(Eq. 9). This latter quantity is taken to be the mea-

sured grain size.

L ¼ A

nM2

� �1
2

ð9Þ

Like the intercept method, it is recommended that

grains be marked off to ensure reliability of the

counting and that an optimal number of grains

(typically * 50) be counted to ensure reliability of

the individual measurement, and an appropriate

number of microstructural fields of view be mea-

sured to give an average grain size of accept-

able precision [27].

Statistics of grain size determined by image analysis

The grain sizes can be assessed statistically using

image analysis software (e.g., ImageJ, National

Institutes of Health, Maryland, USA), in which the

spatial parameters of individual grains contained

within the microstructural image are measured/cal-

culated as defined geometric quantities (such as

equivalent spherical diameter, aspect ratio, and

roundness). In particular, image analysis has the

advantage that it can provide a spherical equivalent

of a non-circular grain by averaged circularization,

but its accuracy depends on the number of grains

examined owing to the location of the surface plane

relative to the grain centers. Histograms or other

visual approaches are used to demonstrate the dis-

tributions in the measured grain size quantities.

Assuming a normal distribution of grain sizes (as is

the case typically for equiaxed grain structures), the

following standard log-normal Gaussian function is

commonly applied to the distribution data in order to

determine average grain size [29]:

f D0ð Þ ¼ A0

D0rp1=2
exp �

log D0

D
0
x

h i2
2r2

0
B@

1
CA ð10Þ

where

f(D0) = Grain size distribution function.

A0 = Equivalent circular area of a grain.

D0 = Equivalent diameter of a grain.

r = Skewness (C 1).

D0
x = Average grain diameter.

D and A are the measured grain diameter and

equivalent circular area of each grain, Dx is the

average grain diameter, and r is the skewness value

(C 1), which is the deviation from a Gaussian distri-

bution, as determined by curve fitting.

The methods described above give a linear repre-

sentative dimension of the grains which, although

commonly taken as a measure of the grain size of the

material, is not actually the true grain size (in what-

ever way this is defined for a non-spherical shape).

Both methods underestimate the grain size because, if

the true grain size is taken as some ‘‘diametral’’

dimension through the center of the grain then,

owing to the plane of section through the material

passing at a random height through each grain, the

grains viewed on the plane of section will be either

maximal size (if cut through the grain ‘‘diameter’’) or

less than this (if cut ‘‘off-diameter’’). Hence, the

average measured grain size for the collection of

grains on the plane of section has to be numerically

smaller than the true grain size. In addition, for the

intercept methods, the line drawn on the

microstructure will not necessarily pass through the

center of each grain area present on the plane of

section such that there is further underestimation of

the grain size. A correction factor of 1.56 has been

derived to account for the underestimation (i.e., true

grain size = 1.56 measured grain size) based on the

assumption of a log-normal statistical distribution of

where the grains are sectioned through the grain and

a log-normal statistical distribution of the true sizes

of the actual grains [30]. However, published grain

sizes are usually reported as the as-measured sizes

rather than corrected values hence are underestima-

tions of the actual true size.

Objectives of work

In the present work, the grain sizes of 3Y-TZP sam-

ples sintered at different temperatures (1400 �C,
1500 �C, and 1600 �C) for different times (1, 2, and

4 h) are determined by the principal approaches of

intercept method, planimetric method, and grain size

statistics by image analysis. The results are contex-

tualized by preliminary consideration of the preced-

ing grain size measurement techniques in order to

apply the most representative method. The quanti-

fied effects on grain size of annealing under vacuum

and post-annealing in air for conditions typical of

low-temperature glazing (1 min at 750 �C) of the

sintered starting 3Y-TZP dental materials are then

reported. These results aim to elucidate the effects of
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glazing of dental restorations, where there is a risk of

exceeding the critical size effect for the tet ? mono

phase transformation [22] in 3Y-TZP, which is used

regularly for dental restorations.

Materials and methods

Sample fabrication

An ultrafine 3Y-TZP starting powder (* 40 nm par-

ticle size) was synthesized in this work by a

hydroxide coprecipitation method typical of that

used to prepare commercial zirconia powders. Aqu-

eous solutions of zirconium nitrate hydrate (ZrO

(NO3)2�1.71H2O) and yttrium (III) nitrate hexahydrate

(Y(NO3)3�6H2O) were mixed (in stoichiometric ratio

to produce nominally 3 mol% Y-doped zirconia) by

magnetic stirring for 10 h. The mixture was precipi-

tated using an aqueous solution of ammonium

hydroxide (NH4OH). The precipitates were filtered,

washed with deionized water five times, and dried at

110 �C for 48 h. The powders were lightly crushed by

hand using an aluminous porcelain mortar and pestle

and calcined at 800 �C for 15 min (30 �C/min heating

rate) in an Al2O3 crucible. The particle size of the

calcined powder was reduced by high-energy plan-

etary ball milling (Emax, Retsch, Germany) at

2000 rpm for 40 min; the mill and media consisted of

2Y-TZP. The milled powders were dried for 48 h at

110 �C, after which they were dry-pressed by double-

ended compaction at 220 MPa in a hardened steel

cylindrical die. Each of the triplicate samples (13 mm

diameter and * 2 mm thickness) then was vacuum-

sealed in a non-lubricated latex sheath and cold iso-

statically pressed at 200 MPa. The samples were

bisque-fired at 800 �C for 2 h (heating rate 11 �C/h),
after which CAD/CAM (Amann Girrbach AG,

Vorarlberg, Austria) was used to machine the bisque-

fired blanks using a five-axis milling system equip-

ped with a tungsten carbide cylindrical burr. The

finish was achieved using progressively smaller burrs

of diameters 1.0, 0.6, and 0.3 mm to produce highly

flat and smooth surfaces satisfactory for SEM imag-

ing (i.e., the surface is effectively scratch-free at the

magnifications used). The samples were placed on a

zirconia refractory surface and two-stage sintered at

1400 �C, 1500 �C, or 1600 �C by heating at a rate of

11 �C/h to 950 �C, soaking for 2 h, heating at a rate of

100 �C/h to the sintering temperature, soaking for 1,

2, or 4 h, and nature cooling. The three sintering

temperatures and three soak times gave a total of

nine sample permutations. Following characteriza-

tion of the sintered samples, they were annealed by

preheating a furnace at 400 �C, sample insertion at

this temperature, soaking for 6 min, heating at 50 �C/
min to 750 �C with application of vacuum (0.426 kPa)

at 450 �C, soaking for at 750 �C for 1 min, opening the

door and cooling to 400 �C over 5 min, and remov-

ing. Finally, a post-annealing heat treatment was

done using the same procedure except that no vac-

uum was applied. Figure 1 shows the schematic of

the overall experimental program and includes

characterization using analytical methods after sin-

tering and polishing.

The critical difference between the above method-

ology and that of others is the stage of pre-polishing,

which was done before sintering. This resulted in the

ability to visualize the grains without risk of grain

growth (as could be the case if thermal etching was

used) or the tet ? mono phase transformation (which

would give a * 3–5 vol% increase in grain size)

induced by grinding since the precision mechanically

machined surface was retained upon sintering. Con-

sequently, reliable grain sizes at the sample surface

without the above artifacts could be determined.

Characterization of physical properties

Relative bulk density, open porosity, and closed

porosity of heat-treated samples were measured by

hydrostatic weighing according to AS1774.5 [31]. The

phase assemblage of samples after the various heat

treatments were analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD;

X’pert Pro MPD, Philips, CuKa radiation, 45 kV,

40 mA, scan rate 0.13� 2h/s, step size 0.026� 2h). Only

the surfaces of samples were measured by XRD since

converting them to powders for traditional powder

diffraction is not applicable to densified TZP mate-

rials because it causes extensive tet ? mono

transformation.

Microstructural visualization

Usually, grain size measurements are taken on the

sections taken through the bulk of the material so as

to obtain values representative of the overall mate-

rial. However, in dental materials, surface

microstructure is of importance in the esthetic

appearance, and so, grain size at the surface is an
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important characterization. In this work, the grain

size of the heat-treated samples was determined on

both the surface (i.e., the precision-machined surface)

and in the bulk (on intergranular fracture surface

obtained by controlled diametral breakage) of each

sample. To ensure consistency of grain size mea-

surement, and also to give relevancy to dental

restoration fabrication in which samples are heat-

treated typically by mounting them on posts such

that the entire surface is exposed to the same heat

treatment, microstructural visualization and grain

size measurement in this work were taken on the

exposed upper surface of each sample (for surface

measurements) and at the center of the diametral

fracture surface (for bulk measurements). Samples

were mounted on stubs, carbon-coated (Leica

ACE600 sputter coater), and microstructures exam-

ined by SEM (FEI Nova NanoSEM 450 FE-SEM,

5.0 kV accelerating voltage).

Grain size measurement

Grain size was measured on SEM microstructural

images by three methods: intercept method [27],

planimetric method [27], and grain size statistics by

image analysis with each method being performed on

each individual microstructural image. For the

intercept method, counting lines at arbitrary orien-

tations of horizontal, vertical, and oblique (45� and

135�) were applied in random positions on each

microstructural image to count the number of grains

(according to the counting rules) and the intercept

length calculated for each line using [Eq. (8)]. The

linear intercept lengths from the four lines were

averaged to obtain the average intercept length for

the sample. Typically * 30–50 grains were counted

for each line. The planimetric method [20] was per-

formed on SEM microstructural images (each corre-

sponding to a 13.8 lm 9 7.8 lm field on the sample

surface) and involved counting (as per the counting

rules) typically at least * 70 grains in this field and

the grain size calculated using Eq. (9). At least 2 fields

of view were used per sample to obtain the average

grain size of the sample. Grain size statistics by image

analysis was the third method to measure the grain

size of samples. A publicly available software pack-

age (Image J, National Institutes of Health, Maryland,

USA) was used and measurement involved a

sequence of calibrating the image size to the actual

microstructure size, optimizing brightness and con-

trast of the microstructural image, thresholding the

image to a binary black and white image to display

the grain boundary structure, and finally software

measurement of the spatial quantities of the grains.

Data of equivalent diameter of grains were processed

in a statistical software package (Origin, OriginLab,

Massachusetts, USA) to determine the grain length

distribution and average grain length. Shapiro–Wilk

test was performed to validate the normality of the

Figure 1 Experimental program.
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grain length distribution. All grain sizes were ana-

lyzed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and

the post hoc Tukey’s test, with significance set at

p\ 0.05. The grain lengths given by each of the three

methods are reported hereafter as the grain sizes and

a grain size correction factor to give true grain size

was not applied.

Results and discussion

Physical properties

The relative bulk densities of the sintered samples as

measured by hydrostatic weighing are 99.62%

(1400 �C), 99.95% (1500 �C), and 99.95% (1600 �C),
and the amounts of open porosity and closed

porosity in all samples were close to zero. These

density and porosity data indicate that the samples

are all sintered virtually to full density which agrees

with microstructural images in which there no pores

are visible. Also, the TEM imaging of samples shown

in Fig. 2 revealed only occasional pores, these typi-

cally being of submicron size and located at the grain

boundaries. Collectively, these data indicate that all

sintered samples are within experimental error of

them being completely densified (Fig. 3).

The quantitative XRD data for the sintered samples

was based on full-surface scanning of triplicate

samples for each sintering, annealing and postan-

nealing sequence, giving a total of nine samples

(Fig. 3). This conventional method involved using the

intensities of the (111) and (111) monoclinic peaks

Figure 2 TEM images of 3Y-TZP grains after sintering, vacuum annealing, and air post-annealing.
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and the (101) tetragonal peak [32, 33] revealed the

presence of * 1 vol% monoclinic phase at 1600 �C
only (Fig. 4). No cubic phase was observed in any

samples, as evidenced by the absence of the (004)

cubic peak situated between the (004) and (400)

tetragonal peaks at 72�–76� 2h. The tetragonality of

the starting powder was determined using the same

method and this was determined to be 23.82 wt%

(Fig. 5). However, all sintered samples exhibited a

small shoulder to the peak at 30� 2h, which is

indicative of the presence of a rhombohedral poly-

morph [30, 34]. These two trace polymorphs appear

to have been eliminated upon annealing and post-

annealing. The low levels of these secondary poly-

morphs are consistent with the view that the samples

are effectively 3Y-TZP. Hence, subsequent discussion

about grain growth is considered in terms of a single-

phase tetragonal zirconia; in particular, contribution

of the tet ? mono phase transformation to measured

grain size is negligible such that the second part of

Eq. (7) can be ignored, and so, Eqs. (1) and (3) are

sufficient for the subsequent analysis of grain growth

in this work.

Comparison of microstructure of sintered
samples

Figure 6 shows representative SEM images of the

sintered-only samples as a function of sintering

temperature and holding time. (Only surface

microstructures of sintered samples are shown here

to indicate the gross differences in appearance and

grain size; corresponding bulk microstructures were

similar but with only slightly larger grain size.) It can

be seen that the microstructures are virtually fully

Figure 3 Representative diffraction pattern of polished surfaces

of samples [this sample sintered at 1400 �C (t = tetragonal)].

Figure 4 X-ray diffraction

patterns of samples sintered at

1400 �C, 1500 �C, and
1600 �C.
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dense with no obvious porosity which is consistent

with the materials having relative bulk densities very

close to 100%. The microstructures are typical of

equiaxed, single-phase grain structures (such as TZP

materials) in that there is a distribution in grain sizes

and planar, convex, and concave grain boundaries

also are apparent. In this type of microstructure,

normal grain growth (as distinct to abnormal or

exaggerated grain growth) occurs when there is suf-

ficient thermal energy available to provide the acti-

vation energy required for atomic diffusion (of the

diffusion mechanism(s) involved). Thus, temperature

is a key parameter in the consideration of grain

growth and appreciable grain growth only occurs if

the temperature is sufficiently high [27]. The driving

force for diffusion and grain growth can be described

in terms of the pressure difference between convex

and concave boundaries surfaces in that curved grain

boundaries (arcs) migrate to their centers of curva-

ture, and so, effectively larger grains (convex/scal-

loped) grow at the expense of smaller grains

(concave/spherical) [35, 36].

The determination of grain size by SEM examina-

tion was based on the assessment of the samples used

for phase quantification by XRD. Each of the nine

samples was examined in four different locations on

the top and cross section each. In addition, three

more samples were subjected to a separate sequence

of sintering and post-annealing. Consequently, a total

of 81 SEM images were obtained. The grain sizes at

both the surface and bulk of the initial sintered

samples as measured by intercept method,

Figure 5 Diffraction pattern of starting powder (m = monoclinic,

t = tetragonal).

Figure 6 Representative SEM (FEI Nova NanoSEM 450) images of surfaces of the sintered samples with 1, 2, and 4 h holding time.
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planimetric method, and grain size statistics by

image analysis are summarized in Table 2. The data

presented are for an initial sintering time of 2 h (this

time being typical of that used in the preparation of

dental ceramics) and give an initial comparison

between the three grain size measurement methods

and also between surface and bulk grain sizes. The

data show the following main trends:

• There is a progressive increase in grain size as

sintering temperature increases (as expected,

discussed further later).

• Grain size is consistently smaller for surface

compared with bulk (but not necessarily statis-

tically significant in all cases) for each sintering

temperature and grain size measurement

method. This is attributed to the bulk of each

sample receiving effectively a longer heat

treatment time owing to the retention of heat

in the bulk relative to the surface as the sample

quickly cools from the sintering temperature.

Although the samples were of 2 mm thickness,

whereas typical dental restorations are B1 mm

thickness [37], this result is significant because

it highlights the need to minimize thermal

gradients in order to ensure uniform

microstructural development in zirconia dental

restorations as well as the avoidance of damage

induced by thermal shock.

• Grain size increases in order of the grain size

measurement method from planimetric method

to intercept method to grain size statistics by

image analysis for both surface and bulk at

each sintering temperature. This suggests that

although there appears to be a systematic

difference in grain size values between each

of the grain size measurement methods, they

each shown same relative changes in grain size

between surface and bulk as a function of the

sintering temperature. Hence, each measure-

ment technique shows the same meaningful

trend in grain size, and so, only one method is

needed to consider the effect of heat treatment

on the grain size in the rest of this work—the

intercept method is used because it tends to be

the method most commonly used in the liter-

ature for ceramics.

Grain size measurements of sintered,
annealed, and post-annealed samples

Table 3 reports the grain sizes of the samples (mea-

sured by intercept method) after the initial sintering

(at 1400 �C, 1500 �C, and 1600 �C) for various times

(1, 2, and 4 h) as well as the subsequent heat treat-

ment on each temperature–time combination of

annealing (in vacuum at 750 �C for 1 min.) and then

post-annealing (in air at 750 �C for 1 min.). Figure 7,

8 and 9 show the effects of temperature (sintering),

time (hold time), and heat treatment (sinter-

ing ? annealing ? post-annealing) on grain growth.

Table 3 gives the data variations in terms of averages

and standard deviations, the data in Figs. 7 and 8 give

them in terms of the actual ranges, while Fig. 9 shows

histograms of the particle size distributions.

These data can be considered firstly in terms of the

effect of heat treatment conditions (temperature and

time) on the grain size of the initial sintered samples

at the sample surface and bulk. Consistent with

typical behavior expected from theory and reported

in the literature, grain growth occurs with increasing

sintering temperature and time typical of the gener-

ally observed sigmoidal kinetics of the process [38].

Table 2 Average grain sizes

(and standard deviations) of

sintered samples measured by

intercept method, planimetric

method, and grain size

statistics by image analysis

Average grain size (nm) 2 h hold time Sintered

1400 �C 1500 �C 1600 �C

Intercept method

Surface 244 ± 25 377 ± 60 411 ± 38

Cross section 275 ± 26 407 ± 35 452 ± 47

Planimetric method

Surface 230 ± 4 330 ± 8 336 ± 3

Cross section 227 ± 3 342 ± 8 375 ± 6

Statistical method

Surface 279 ± 57 449 ± 140 486 ± 108

Cross section 294 ± 65 454 ± 123 507 ± 151
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The grain size at the surface is consistently smaller

than that in the bulk in almost all samples. The grain

size being slightly higher in the bulk is attributed to

the cooling rate of the furnace being slower than the

heating rate such that on cooling, the interior of the

samples would remain at higher temperature com-

pared with the surface and hence effectively received

more heat work. However, in no sample is the grain

size statistically different (at the p = 0.05 level)

between the surface and the bulk, and so, this effect,

if real, is not significant.

Figure 7 shows that the grain size increases with

increasing sintering temperature and increasing time

as expected from fundamental energetics considera-

tions and the changes in grain size are typical for 3Y-

TZP [23, 39] for the sintering temperatures used

(1400–1600 �C). In comparison, only a small, if any,

increase in grain size occurred for the subsequent

heat treatment steps of annealing and then post-an-

nealing progression (both at 750 �C). This indicates

that the sintering temperature provides the major

effect on grain growth, whereas subsequent heating

at the much lower temperature of 750 �C does not

contribute significantly. This is to be expected since

the amount of diffusion occurring in the latter would

be does not very much owing to much reduced

thermal energy resulting is substantially slower dif-

fusion [40].

The data in Table 3 are now considered data in

terms of the effect of subsequent stepwise annealing

(750 �C for 1 min. in vacuum) and post-annealing

(750 �C for 1 min in air) steps. Considering the effect

of annealing first, it gave statistically significant (at

p[ 0.05 level) increases in grain size (irrespective of

whether the grain size was measured in the bulk or at

the surface) for many of the starting sintered mate-

rials with this tending to occur for lower sintering

temperatures and shorter times, these being the

materials which would have had smaller grain sizes

initially and hence greater propensity for further

grain growth. Critically, this demonstrates that

despite the fact that the thermal energy input for the

annealing condition (750 �C for 1 min) is very modest

compared to those for the initial sintering conditions

of 1400–1600 �C for 1, 2, or 4 h, it nonetheless gave a

statistically significant increase in grain size. In con-

trast, the post-annealing step (750 �C for 1 min. in air)

did not give statistically significant (at p[ 0.05 level)

increases in grain size except for the sample sintered

at the lowest temperature for the shortest time

(1400 �C/1 h). Also, a control set consisting of sam-

ples sintered at each of the sintering temperatures

(1400 �C, 1500 �C, 1600 �C) for 2 h subjected directly

to the post-annealing step did not give any statisti-

cally significant (at p[ 0.05 level) changes in grain

size (data not shown here). Collectively, the data

demonstrate that the grain size is given primarily by

the particular sintering temperature and time with a

small, but statistically significant, subsequent

increase in grain size then given by the annealing

step but little or no further increase with the post-

annealing step.

Table 3 Experimental 3Y-TZP average grain sizes (by linear intercept method) and standard deviations from SEM

Variable 1400 �C 1500 �C 1600 �C

Sinta Annb Postc Sinta Annb Postc Sinta Annb Postc

Average grain size (nm) 1 h hold time

Surface 225 ± 18 247 ± 10 265 ± 23 332 ± 31 363 ± 28 378 ± 36 374 ± 36 429 ± 30 444 ± 22

Cross section 230 ± 19 252 ± 23 288 ± 20 337 ± 32 374 ± 34 397 ± 34 357 ± 26 448 ± 34 468 ± 42

Average grain size (nm) 2 h hold time

Surface 244 ± 26 302 ± 43 297 ± 43 377 ± 62 435 ± 51 448 ± 45 411 ± 38 453 ± 28 462 ± 24

Cross section 275 ± 27 305 ± 25 302 ± 35 407 ± 35 450 ± 31 448 ± 26 452 ± 47 506 ± 59 498 ± 46

Average grain size (nm) 4 h hold time

Surface 332 ± 32 324 ± 24 343 ± 34 523 ± 54 521 ± 66 509 ± 54 431 ± 51 475 ± 45 473 ± 37

Cross section 323 ± 38 308 ± 26 348 ± 33 461 ± 49 543 ± 58 518 ± 49 458 ± 55 503 ± 37 515 ± 58

aSamples sintered in air at the particular temperature (1400 �C, 1500 �C, or 1600 �C) for the stated hold time (1, 2, or 4 hs)
bAs-sintered samples then annealed under vacuum (Po2 = 0.426 kPa) for 1 min at 750 �C
cAs-sintered samples then annealed under vacuum (Po2 = 0.426 kPa) for 1 min at 750 �C, and then post-annealed in air

(Po2 = 21.278 kPa) for 1 min at 750 �C
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Figure 9 shows grain size distribution of each

microstructure (based on its grain intercept size), and

each distribution appears to be an approximately

symmetrical, normal intercept size distribution which

suggests that normal grain growth has occurred in

the TZP samples without any non-uniform grain

growth. Figure 10 shows normal probability plot of

grain length distribution indicating, at the 0.05 level,

the data were significantly drawn from a normally

distributed population. With increasing sintering

temperature, there is some minor narrowing of the

distribution curves, and the subsequent annealing

and post-annealing possibly also gave slight change

in the shape of the curves, but these changes are

considered to be minor and within experimental

error. Collectively, the grain size distribution curves

indicate grain growth behaviors typical of uniform

(isotropic) growth of equiaxed grains, specifically: As

the average size of the grains increases, the shape of

the grain size distribution (given by Eq. (10)) remains

largely unchanged and effectively the microstructure

just scales to a larger size. For ceramics in general,

non-uniform grain growth can occur as a result of

localized impurities, inhomogeneities, or discontinu-

ous or exaggerated grain growth giving a change in

the shape of the grain size distribution and, where

this is pronounced, a result in a bimodal grain size

distribution. Also, for Y-TZP ceramics in particular, a

bimodal grain size distribution can occur as a result

of phase partitioning in which there is localized

Figure 7 Experimental 3Y-TZP average grain sizes (line-intercept method) and grain size ranges for sintered, annealed, and post-annealed

samples (abscissa is the initial sintered hold time, green = surface, red = cross section).
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segregation of the composition to give small tetrag-

onal grains (lowered Y content) and large cubic

grains (increased Y content) [41]. The consistent

unimodal shape of the grain size distribution curves

suggests that non-uniform grain growth has not

occurred to any measurable extent, and so, it is con-

cluded that all grain growth given by the heat treat-

ment steps involved normal diffusion-controlled

grain growth processes.

In considering the additional grain growth given

by the annealing and post-annealing steps, it is

helpful to report these as relative changes with

respect to the initial sintered grain size for each sin-

tering temperature–hold time combination. Table 4

shows these changes in grain size expressed as a

percentage of the grain size of the material in the

initial as-sintered condition calculated using Eqs. (11)

and (12)

DD0
xðSint!AnnÞ ¼ 100

D0
xðAnnÞ �D0

xðSintÞ
D0

xðSintÞ

 !
ð11Þ

DD0
xðSint!AnnÞ ¼ 100

D0
xðPostÞ �D0

xðAnnÞ
D0

xðAnnÞ

 !
ð12Þ

where Sint = after sintering, Ann = after annealing,

Post = post-annealing.

Table 5 simplifies the data in Table 3 by reporting

the grain size averaged for the top surface and bulk.

Figure 8 Experimental 3Y-TZP average grain sizes (intercept method) and size ranges for sintered, annealed, and post-annealed samples.
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As mentioned, the exposed surface values not only

the enhanced radiant heating on the top surfaces but

also from the thermal insulation from the dense sin-

tered Al2O3 sample support on the underside. Since

the samples were of 2 mm thickness and typical

dental restorations are B 1 mm thickness [37], the

effect of the reduced thermal gradient across the

latter was simulated by using the average of the

surface and cross-sectional grain sizes for the former.

Consideration of grain growth of sintered
samples

First it is necessary to consider grain growth for the

initial sintered 3Y-TZP samples (using the average of

surface and bulk grain sizes for each sample). The

calculated linear regression coefficients, which are

measures of the fit to linearity for grain size vs time as

per Eq. (1), suggest the most likely grain growth

mechanism. As shown in Table 6, the highest

regression value was for a grain growth exponent of

n = 2. From consideration of the grain growth expo-

nents in Table 1, this suggests that grain growth

during the initial sintering of the 3Y-TZP is controlled

one or more of the following mechanisms: (1) pore

control facilitated by vapor diffusion; (2) boundary

control in a pure system; or (3) boundary control by a

high-solubility solute in a doped system. The rele-

vancy of each of these to the grain growth behavior in

the 3Y-TZP is now considered.

The values for Gn � Gn
0 in Eq. (1) were determined

using n = 2 in order to determine the partial pre-ex-

ponential constants, the results of which are given in

Table 7. The fitting of these data against t–t0, where

t0 = 1 h (3600 s), is shown in Fig. 11.

For 1600 �C samples, it is apparent that grain

growth stopped due to either a loss in driving force

and/or a change in mechanism. For the latter, TEM-

EDS data reported by others [42] suggest that this

sample is likely to have exhibited extensive

Figure 9 SEM images and grain size distributions (from image

analysis to grain size statistic method) of cross sections of 3Y-TZP

after sintering for 2 h (at 1400 �C, 1500 �C, or 1600 �C), then

annealing for 1 min at 750 �C under vacuum, and then post-

annealing for 1 min at 750 �C in air.
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Figure 10 Log-normal probability plot of the grain size distribution with significant level of 0.05.

Table 4 Relative change of grain size calculated from the experimental 3Y-TZP average grain sizes

Variable 1400 �C 1500 �C 1600 �C

Sint ? Ann (%) Ann ? Post (%) Sint ? Ann (%) Ann ? Post (%) Sint ? Ann (%) Ann ? Post (%)

Average grain size (nm) 1 h hold time

Surface 9.8a 7.3b 9.3a 4.1 14.7a 3.5

Cross section 9.6a 14.3b 11.0a 6.1 25.5a 4.5

Average grain size (nm) 2 h hold time

Surface 23.8a - 1.6 15.4a 3.0 10.2a 2.0

Cross section 11a - 1.0 10.6a - 0.4 12a - 1.6

Average grain size (nm) 4 h hold time

Surface - 2.4 5.9 - 0.4 - 2.3 10.2a - 0.4

Cross section - 4.6 13.0 17.8a - 4.6 9.8a 2.4

aStatistically significant increase in grain size from sintered to annealed
bStatistically significant increase in grain size from annealed to post-annealed
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segregation of yttrium to the grain boundaries, which

effectively pinned the grain boundaries, thereby

effectively preventing further grain growth. This

occurred only for 1600 �C since the kinetics are faster,

hence the only temperature for which this situation

was reached within the heat treatment times used in

this study. For this reason, only the first two times for

1600 �C are used in the kinetics calculation.

Using Eqs. (3–6), the values for the logarithms of

the three K slopes from Eq. (1) were fitted against 1/

T in order to determine the D0
0 in Eq. (2). This plot is

shown in Fig. 12. The activation energy Q was cal-

culated from Eq. (4) using the slope and the gas

constant R. The calculated activation energy is

598.66 kJ/mol which is in close approximate to

published value of activation energy for the grain

growth of 3YTZP [43–45]. However, all published

value considered the solute drag (n = 3) as diffusion

mechanism and it was used to calculate activation

Table 5 Calculated 3Y-TZP grain sizes and standard deviations

(linear intercept) as averages of top surface and cross section

Thermal conditions Time (min)

60 120 240

1400 �C
Sintered 228 ± 19 259 ± 26 329 ± 40

Annealeda 245 ± 20 273 ± 33 347 ± 35

Post-annealedb 276 ± 21 299 ± 38 311 ± 35

1500 �C
Sintered 325 ± 55 398 ± 67 456 ± 54

Annealed 368 ± 30 443 ± 40 467 ± 42

Post-annealed 388 ± 34 450 ± 38 495 ± 63

1600 �C
Sintered 365 ± 30 451 ± 49 525 ± 57

Annealed 417 ± 34 473 ± 53 548 ± 88

Post-annealed 456 ± 36 487 ± 52 519 ± 50

aSamples sintered in air then annealed under vacuum

(Po2 & 0.426 kPa) for 1 min at 750 �C
bSamples sintered in air, annealed under vacuum

(Po2 & 0.426 kPa) for 1 min at 750 �C, and post-annealed in

air (Po2 = 21.278 kPa) for 1 min at 750 �C

Table 6 Coefficients of

determination (R2) for 3Y-TZP

for different grain growth

mechanisms in sintered

samples

Grain growth mechanism constant n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5

R2 for sintered samples 0.9438 0.8382 0.8003 0.7700

Table 7 Partial pre-exponential constants for 3Y-TZP

3Y-TZP 1400 �C 1500 �C 1600 �C

K (cm2 s-1) 9.2 9 10-14 1.4 9 10-13 2.3 9 10-13

Figure 11 Determination of partial pre-exponential constants

(K = slope) from Eq. (1) for 3Y-TZP sintered at 1400 �C–
1600 �C for soak times of 1, 2, and 4 h (n = 2).

Figure 12 Determination of activation energy for grain growth of

sintered 3Y-TZP at 1400 �C–1600 �C (n = 2).
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energy which is in contrary to boundary control

solute drag (high-solubility solute) (n = 2) mecha-

nism of the present study.

For relatively pure, in single-phase materials such

as doped zirconia, the amount of grain growth that

takes place during the initial and intermediate stages

of solid-state sintering is relatively small owing to the

pinning effect of continuous porosity located along

the grain boundaries. The final stage of sintering is

characterized by pore closure in which the continu-

ous pores close to form discrete pores located on the

grain boundaries. These discrete pores have a greatly

diminished ability to impede grain boundary move-

ment such that the final stage of sintering is also

characterized by substantial grain growth. 3Y-TZP is

considered to be a doped system (Y dopant in ZrO2

host lattice), and as such, the mechanism of boundary

control in a pure system (i.e., n = 2 in Table 1) does

not apply to it. However, the mechanism of boundary

control by a high-solubility solute in a doped system

(also n = 2 in Table 1) is applicable and agrees with

the value of n = 2 obtained from the kinetics data.

This agrees with a solute drag mechanism proposed

by Lee and Chen [46] based on a space charge model

in which segregation of aliovalent solute cations to

the grain boundaries establishes a positive charge at

the grain boundary with an adjoining space charge

region, consisting of an excess of oxygen vacancies

and a deficit of cation vacancies, extending into the

bulk. In this present work, the aliovalent solute

cations are the yttrium cations (Y0
Zr), and the short-

range attraction between them and the oxygen

vacancies (V��
O) at the grain boundaries results in a

drag force for cation diffusion which lowers the grain

boundary mobility.

Slightly different to the present work, although

their 3Y-TZP grain size data do not allow clear dif-

ferentiation between grain growth mechanisms,

Sagel-Ransijn et al. [39] considered that grain growths

exponents were likely to be either values of 2 or 3

corresponding to ‘‘normal grain growth’’ or ‘‘solid

solution drag control,’’ respectively. These presum-

ably correspond to the mechanisms in Table 1 of

‘‘boundary control—pure system’’ and ‘‘boundary

control—solute drag (low-solubility solute),’’ respec-

tively, although the latter mechanism does not make

sense since yttrium has a relatively high solubility in

zirconia. They also suggested that grain growth in the

3Y-TZP was possibly inhibited by yttrium

segregation to the grain boundaries and tetragonal/

cubic phase partitioning, although the role of lattice

diffusion (n = 2) was not discounted.

Consideration of grain growth of annealed
and post-annealed samples

In general, although diffusion can occur at signifi-

cantly lower temperatures than the practical sintering

temperature, it is usually considered that this diffu-

sion usually involves the lower activation energy

diffusion mechanisms involving evaporation–con-

densation and/or surface diffusion and occurs for

materials with extremely high surface areas (notably

the powders and initial powder compacts) and leads

to particle coarsening and the formation of interpar-

ticle sinter bonds, both of these prior to any actual

significant densification or the extensive grain growth

associated that occurs during the final stage of solid-

state sintering. The annealing process in this work,

however, is very different to this in that the ceramics

were already sintered to near-theoretical density and

had already undergone significant grain growth such

that their microstructures were ‘‘thermodynamically

mature,’’ and in particular, any further grain growth

would be expected to require significant thermal

treatment—that is, heat treatment involving temper-

atures and times greater than or at least comparable

to those used in the initial sintering.

The data of relative changes in grain size (Table 4)

contradict the above description of expected behavior

in that there is a significant increase in grain size in

the range of * 10–20% for almost of the sintered

starting materials when heat-treated in the first

annealing step (750 �C) under vacuum. This result is

surprising because, although the 3Y-TZP shows a

possibility for further grain growth as evidenced by

the samples sintered at lower temperatures and/or

shorter times undergoing grain growth at higher

temperatures and/or longer times, hence demon-

strating that there is a thermodynamic driving force

for grain growth, the following two considerations of

kinetics would suggest otherwise: (1) the annealing

temperature 750 �C is significantly lower than that of

the initial sintering temperatures used to produce the

ceramics such that it would have been expected that

the amount of thermal energy available would be

insufficient the activation energy required for any

further grain growth; and (2) even if there was suf-

ficient thermal energy available, a mere 1 min for the
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annealing would be expected to be insufficient time

for any significant further grain growth to occur.

Post-annealing at 750 �C in air gave significant fur-

ther increase in grain size only for the initial sintered

material of the lowest temperature and hold time

(i.e., 1400 �C and 1 h). This is possibly because this

material, being the smallest starting grain size, would

have the greatest propensity for any further grain

growth. While there were some small increases in

grain size of the other starting materials annealed in

air, these were not statistically significant (and some

were negative indicating that the grain sizes were

within experimental error of the real average grain

size).

From the above observations, it is apparent that the

vacuum condition of the annealing at 750 �C facili-

tated significant additional grain growth in the

‘‘thermodynamically mature’’ 3Y-TZP ceramics and

this occurred at a fraction of the initial sintering

temperatures (0.61, 0.58, and 0.55 of the absolute

sintering temperatures of 1674 K, 1774 K, and

1874 K, respectively) and for a very small fraction of

the initial sintering times (0.017, 0.008, and 0.004 of

the sintering times of 1, 2, and 4 h, respectively). The

significant effect of the vacuum condition on grain

growth is considered in terms of the effect on the

defect structure of the 3Y-TZP and, in turn, the effect

of this on the diffusion process(es) involved in the

grain growth (both of these with respect to the nor-

mal 3Y-TZP processed in air).

Grain growth is influenced by the rate of diffusion

involved in the grain growth mechanism(s) operating

and this is strongly influenced by the overall defect

chemistry of the 3Y-TZP. Considering simple zirconia

(ZrO2) in air as a reference, it consists of Schottky

defects of cation vacancies (zirconia) and anion

(oxygen) vacancies. Under atmospheric conditions

(normal temperature, pressure, and oxygen partial

pressure), the intrinsic defect chemistry of pure zir-

conia (ZrO2) is characteristically that of an anion-

deficient oxide (MO1-x, or specifically ZrO2-x here)

with the non-stoichiometry accommodated by the

formation of oxygen vacancies and electrons as

written in Kröger–Vink notation for the two basic

charge compensation mechanisms:

Ionic: 2ZrxZr þ 4Ox
O �!ZrO2

2Zr0Zr þ V��
O þ 3Ox

O þ 1=2O2 gð Þ
ð13Þ

Electronic:

2ZrxZr þ 4Ox
O �!ZrO2

2Zr0Zr þ 2h� þ 4Ox
O ð14Þ

As a consequence of this non-stoichiometry, the

concentration of oxygen vacancies exceeds that of the

zirconia vacancies. Equation (13) shows that, when

heating in air is involved and the conventional ionic

charge compensation is assumed [16, 39, 47], the

equilibrium would shifted to the left owing to the

oxygen concentration gradient imposed by the
1
2O2 gð Þ. (i.e., equivalent to air) such that the oxygen

vacancy concentration in the ZrO2 is set by the partial

pressure of oxygen (PO2 = 0.2 in air).

The addition of Y2O3 into solid solution in the host

ZrO2 lattice and assumed substitutional solid solu-

bility [48] introduces one oxygen vacancy for each

YO1.5 added in accordance with the YO1.5 stoi-

chiometry compared with ZrO2, and the thermody-

namic need for these extrinsic atomic defects to be

compatible with the intrinsic defect structure gives

the following defect equations:

Ionic: 2Yx
Y þ 3Ox

O �!ZrO2
2Y0

Zr þ 2ZrxS þ V��
O þ 2Ox

O

þ 1=2O2 gð Þ ð15Þ

Electronic:

2Yx
Y þ 3Ox

O þ 1=2O2 gð Þ�!ZrO2
2Y0

Zr þ 2ZrxS þ 2h� þ 4Ox
O

ð16Þ

where

Yx
Y = Yttrium ion on yttrium lattice site, Nil net

charge.

Ox
O = Oxygen ion on oxygen lattice site, Nil net

charge.

Y0
Zr = Yttrium ion on zirconium lattice site, - 1 net

charge.

Zr0Zr = Zr reduction (Zr4? ? Zr3?), - 1 net charge.

ZrxS = Zirconium ion migrated to surface and neu-

tralized, Nil net charge.

V��
O = Oxygen vacancy, ? 2 net charge.

h� = Hole, ? 1 net charge.

According to Eq. (13), annealing of the as-sintered

3Y-TZP ceramics under vacuum conditions (Po2 &
0.426 kPa for 1 min at 750 �C) would thermody-

namically drive the equation to the right resulting an

increase in the concentration of oxygen vacancies,

hence giving more vacancies for the diffusion of

oxygen during grain growth. However, in general,
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diffusion in a metal oxide involves codiffusion of

cations and anions and is rate-limited by the diffu-

sion rate of the slowest species. For zirconia in par-

ticular, it is generally accepted that the diffusion

coefficients for grain boundary diffusion and possibly

lattice diffusion of the zirconium and dopant cations

are many orders of magnitude (* 4–7) smaller than

those of the oxygen anions [47] and that the diffusion

kinetics involved in sintering and grain growth are

rate-controlled by the diffusion rates of the cationic

species [47]. It is known that two-stage sintering fol-

lowed by annealing in air can suppress grain growth

by grain boundary pinning [49, 50]. The present work

reveals that similar heat treatment also resulted in the

suppression of grain growth. However, in contrast,

two-stage sintering followed by annealing under

vacuum at only 750 �C for 1 min resulted in grain

growth. As indicated, this could be attributed to the

significant role of oxygen vacancy formation, associ-

ated enhancement of diffusion, and resultant grain

growth. Nevertheless F, in the present work even if

the annealing under vacuum gave an increase in

oxygen vacancy concentration, this by itself may not

be sufficient to explain the apparent enhanced dif-

fusion that would be required for the significant

additional grain growth (since oxygen anions are not

the rate-controlling species). However, it is likely that

an increase in oxygen vacancy concentration gives

reduced constraint of the overall host ZrO2 crystal

lattice such that there is less localized lattice (ionic)

bonding and lattice strain to overcome during diffu-

sion [51] not only for the oxygen anions but also the

Zr and Y cations, thus effectively making it easier for

codiffusion to occur (effectively lowering the activa-

tion energy for diffusion, thus enabling more diffu-

sion to occur at the low temperature of 750 �C).
Furthermore, this effect may have specific effect on

the solute drag grain growth mechanism in that

movement of the solute cloud associated with the

grain boundary would be easier/faster, hence facili-

tating grain growth at lower temperatures/shorter

times.

Other than the above defect chemistry, another

consideration is the possible effect on the role of liq-

uid phases in densification and grain growth. It is

well known that the densification of zirconia to the-

oretical density requires the presence of an exceed-

ingly thin (* 1–10 nm) but finite liquid layer at the

grain boundaries which, although the ceramic sinters

fundamentally by a solid-state sintering process, the

presence of the liquid gives a much lower activation

energy for diffusion along the grain boundaries,

hence enabling densification to occur at typical pro-

cessing temperatures [47, 52]. Although there are no

published data demonstrating this explicitly for zir-

conia, since grain growth involves similar diffusion

mechanism as densification (i.e., grain boundary

diffusion) it stands to reason that the liquid phase

may also be implicit grain growth and, in particular,

that an increase in the amount of this phase may

promote grain growth (as is typical for liquid phase

sintering). The reducing conditions of the annealing

step may give possible reduction of Zr4? to Zr3? (this

correlating to a slight darkening of color in the zir-

conia) which could increase the inherent chemical

reactivity of the zirconia and in particular propensity

to form a liquid eutectic phase (at the grain bound-

aries) and at lower temperatures [53]. However, this

is discounted in the current work because high-res-

olution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)

used to examine the grain structure and grain

boundary morphology (data not shown here)

revealed that the glassy grain boundaries present in

the sintered samples were noticeably diminished in

thickness (and in many places not discernable other

than at the grain triple points) in the annealed

samples.

Lastly, further heating in air at the same tempera-

ture (750 �C) during the post-annealing step did not

produce any further significant increase in grain size

for the majority of samples. This is attributed to the

oxygen vacancy concentration returning to whatever

high levels (i.e., reduction in V��
O concentration) such

that the lattice relaxation was no longer present and

hence the diffusion rate returning to that of ‘‘normal’’

in-air conditions which, since was at 750 �C rather

than whichever sintering temperature, did not give

significant diffusion, and hence no further grain

growth.

Conclusions

The present work aims to clarify the experimental

method to examine grain growth in 3Y-TZP. Since

commonly used techniques for preparing

microstructural samples of 3Y-TZP for grain imaging

risk grain growth and/or tet ? mono phase trans-

formation (both of which may alter the grain size),

the procedure of pre-polishing bisque-fired samples
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represents an important development in the

microstructural characterization of these ceramics

that, combined with precise SEM imaging, it allows

the direct imaging and accurate size measurement of

unaltered grains. These measurements are recom-

mended to be done according to ASTM E112-96

(2004), Standard Test Methods for Determining Average

Grain Size [54].

The experimental work focused on progressive

thermal treatments used commonly by dentists and

dental technicians for the fabrication of 3Y-TZP

dental restorations. Densification (C 99.62% was

done by sintering at 1400–1600 �C for 1–4 h and this

was followed by typical layering or glazing condi-

tions of heating at 750 �C for 1 min under mechanical

vacuum (annealing) and in air (post-annealing). The

trends for grain growth as a function of temperature

and time were approximately logarithmic and linear,

respectively. Grain growth was by grain boundary

control rate-limited by solute drag of high-solubility

solute. Significantly, it was found that subsequent

vacuum annealing produced a small but significant

increase in grain size of most samples (as much as

25%; Table 4), this tending to be more predominant

for those samples sintered initially at low tempera-

tures and/or shortest times since these samples being

of smaller initial grain size, hence having more

opportunity for grain growth. This finding is signif-

icant because it demonstrates for the first time that

heat treatment in vacuum at temperatures (e.g., as

done in layering) well below the initial sintering

temperature steps can significantly increase grain

size in sintered 3Y-TZP—this has important conse-

quence for control of grain size and, in particular,

where grains should be retained below the critical

size of * 300 nm for aging resistance. 3Y-TZP sin-

tered at 1400 �C is not usually used in dental practice

owing to it having a high grain boundary density and

hence low translucency which is esthetically unde-

sirable, but the vacuum annealing may overcome this

to some extent. More generally, this work demon-

strates that low-temperature vacuum annealing can

produce a small but significant increase in grain size

and the associated decrease in grain boundary den-

sity may attenuate light scattering resulting in

increasing translucency of the 3Y-TZP ultimately

giving a noticeable improvement in visual esthetic of

a dental restoration.
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